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Historical/Theoretical Framework
1. Universities: from relative autonomy to a triangle of forces (Barnett, 1993)

2. “Mode 2” knowledge production         “Mode 2” university (Gibbons, 1994)

– interdisciplinary research (applied, policy-oriented)
– emphasis on the user of knowledge rather than on the producer
– Can universities organized around discipline-based departments

address/solve complex problems?

economy state

university

http://www.ceu.hu/crc/
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Forces shaping national higher education systems
(Hussin & Ismail, 2009)

Government power Russia

Sweden
France

Market United States

Canada
Japan
Britain

Academic oligarchy Italy
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Global trends
Closer relationship between economy and higher

education - (“knowledge society” rhetoric)

1. move from elite to mass higher education for the
perceived needs of the economy
2. interplay between knowledge produced at university
and outside
3. accountability for spending public funds
4. new approaches in university management and
governance (“entrepreneurial university”)
5. quality control mechanisms focusing on outcomes
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Outcomes Assessment Model

incoming students
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Alignment

components in a program/ course (content, structure,
methods, assignments, assessment) are aligned to the
intended outcomes ”backward design”.
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Single loop of quality assurance
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Double loop of quality assurance
(feedback or improvement)

Teaching
and
learning Assessment

Evaluation

Change

Reflection on
evaluation
standards and
procedures

Change

External quality
reference
frameworks:
benchmarking,
level descriptors,
key competencies,
etc.
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Learning outcomes assessment
(curriculum or course level)
Direct indicators and their assessment: connected

to what students have actually done and
achieved within/at the end of the
program/course – direct connection between
learning and achievement

Process - formative assessment: diagnostic,
feedback and correction, developmental
Product - summative assessment: final
judgment

Evidence: student work (thesis, papers, exam
sheets, course projects), feedback and grades
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Learning outcomes assessment
(curriculum or course level)
Indirect indicators and their assessment: looking

either at input variables or outcomes that are
assumed to be connected with student learning
within a course/degree program – multiple
factors, inferences, (loose) connections

Example: faculty’s research outputs, quality of
the library, honors and awards, placement of
students, employers’ satisfaction, etc.

Source of indirect indicators: alumni surveys,
student evaluations of courses, institutional
research data, etc)
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Program learning outcomes grid – alignment

CEU mission component: INTERNATIONALISATION
Program descriptor: Graduates are able to integrate an international

dimension into their academic and professional activities, are capable
of working successfully in the internationalized and multicultural
world

Learning outcome: capacity of in-depth work beyond  the “native”
context of the student and using regional and global frameworks of
interpretation to contextualize local phenomena

Course/s responsible: elective courses of regional comparative character
Formative assessment: in-class presentations (graded)
Summative assessment: final term paper (graded)
Indirect indicator/s: Alumni working in a variety of countries and/or

international organizations (based on alumni survey)
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Learning outcomes grid – alignment
(example, CEU Public Policy department, MA level)

CEU mission component: INTERNATIONALISATION
Public Policy program learning outcome: by the end of the

CEU MA program, a graduate will be able to apply key
concepts to political systems other than the home country

Course/s responsible: “Comparative Political Institutions”
Formative assessment: Case-based in-class presentation

(graded)
Summative assessment: Term paper (graded)
Indirect indicator/s: Alumni working in a variety of

countries and/or international organizations (based on
alumni survey)
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Learning outcomes – course level
(example: Theories of International
Relations)

By the end of the course student should be able to:

analyze and compare theoretical schools of international relations;
identify the contributions of each of the discussed theoretical school to

contemporary issues of international relations;
explain the rise and fall of a concrete theoretical school of international

relations;
interpret events taking place in the field of international relations;
analyze relationship between different actors (nation-state, international

organizations, transnational corporations, international non-
governmental organizations);
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Global trends
Internationalization

1. universality of knowledge (transcending national boundaries)
2. higher education as “object of world trade” – World Bank,
UNDP, European Commission
3. university networks collaborating across borders
4. mobility of researchers, teachers, students
5. internationalization of the curriculum
6. English becoming the language of communication in research
(peer reviewed journals)
7. adapting higher education models to local needs
8. comparative analysis as quality assurance (benchmarking)
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definition

Internationalization of the curriculum is an
effort/process to introduce an international,
intercultural or global dimension into course
content and materials and into teaching and
learning methods

provides an avenue for local students to develop global
perspectives and skills at home (not through exchange
programs and other mobility).
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Griffith University
Good Practice Guide on Internationalizing the Curriculum
www.griffith.edu.au/gihe

An internationalized university curriculum includes:

• value diversity and internationalization integral to all
programs (two distinct strategies: specific courses vs. all
courses)
• international perspectives inform curriculum design
and content
• relevant international examples
• inclusive learning environment
• culturally sensitive learning and teaching activities
• use of multi-cultural cohorts to facilitate learning
(heterogeneous rather than homogeneous group-work)

http://www.griffith.edu.au/gihe
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Types of internationalized curricula
(based on Leask, 2001)

1. preparing graduates for defined international professions
2. leading to internationally recognized professional

qualifications
3. leading to joint or double degrees
4. in which compulsory parts are offered abroad
5. with an international subject, or area or language studies
6. interdisciplinary programs, such as region and area

studies, covering more than one country
7. in which the traditional or original subject area is

broadened by international cross-cultural or
intercultural approaches

8. explicitly address cross-cultural communication issues
and that provide training in intercultural skills

9. in which the content is especially designed for foreign
students
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Strategic areas of building international curricula

Content
broadening subject areas, bringing an international dimension
into courses content (how?)

Design (outcome oriented)
align course design (learning outcomes), teaching methods,
learning activities and students’ assessment to international
approaches and content

Delivery
culturally sensitive inclusive strategies (group work, role
play, case studies, projects, portfolios)

Learning environment
facilities, library
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IC at various levels
Undergraduate, BA
Comparative approaches
Courses in English
Courses on diversity, intercultural communication, etc.
Case studies, role plays

MA
Area studies, interdisciplinary programs
Group projects and field-work
Thesis topic
Second reader

PhD
External supervisor, international doctoral committee
Joint publications
Peer reviewing
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Problems:

1. imposition of an Anglophone culture on global higher
education
2. loss of academic control over higher education
3. imparting employability and skills rather than
knowledge
4. shaping of research problems by available funding
rather than academic curiosity
5. policy borrowing
6. quality defined as fitness for purpose, efficiency
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European trends
Bologna
Creating a European Higher Education Area (EHEA) in order to increase

employability and international competitiveness
Common architecture of degrees and a set of values

1.common framework of degrees (BA+MA+PhD*)
2. credit system (ECTS compatible)
3. mobility of students and teachers
4. (transnational) quality assurance system
5. European dimension of higher education
6*. strengthen the relationship between EHEA and ERA
(European Research Area) third cycle, policy relevant
research (technological, social, cultural)
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From Bologna to curriculum
common framework of degrees (BA+MA+PhD*)

3+2+3 4+1+3 5+0+3

- BA, MA and PhD true exit degrees, NOT cutting
programs in two pieces – focus on outcomes, graduates,
guidelines for employers

- Content and load of BA – labor market needs
(employability, knowledge, skills, practice)

- MA and PhD – specialization and/or interdisciplinarity,
professionalisation, academic career, research oriented

- Mandatory and optional components of curricula
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From Bologna to curriculum
Credit system, ECTS

- paradigm change: from teaching to learning - based on
student workload

- attaching credits to courses based on priorities
(mandatory/optional division based on the importance of
course content and skills developed)

- autonomy of the teacher to best design activities
- split between contact hours (in-class) and independent

student work (writing papers, reading, library work,
practice, internship, etc.)

- requires a variety of teaching methods, learning
environments
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From Bologna to curriculum
Students’ mobility – what type of curricula

would attract foreign students?

- comparable, broader knowledge, beyond national
boundaries

- perspectives, approaches, outcomes made more explicit to
help choice

- providing transferable knowledge and skills (European
labor market)

- English language courses, reading materials
- international body of students: adjusting intended

outcomes to new audiences, broader and more complex
needs

- wide range of literature, case studies
- see, compare, chose: increased competitiveness
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International principles of curriculum
building:

• starting from university mission (fit into purpose)
• incorporating state-of-the art in the discipline
• addressing local and global needs (labor market,

academic world)
• learning centered
• outcomes (results) oriented
• efficient use of resources (faculty)
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How to make the curriculum learning centered?

• flexibility in course offerings (optional/elective)
• attaching credits to courses based on student workload

(not on teacher’s contact hours)
• problem-based learning, skills/competence developed
• teachers as facilitators, fewer contact hours, independent

learning
• ongoing assessment of learning, effective feedback
• student involvement in quality assurance/evaluation

• see also: Barr, Robert B. and Tagg, John, “A New Paradigm for
Undergraduate Education,” Change, Vol. 27, No. 6, November/December
1995.


